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The gripping conclusion of the bestselling Fire and Ice Trilogy!I'd thought the threat from Seattle

was finished. That we showed up in time and took care of business.I hate being wrong. It really

ruins my day.When Roger, the alpha of the North American pack, shows up at my door with the

news that a demon has made it to the Underworld with knowledge of me, some hard decisions have

to be made.Do I stay above ground, with all my magical friends, and wait for the battle to come to

me? Or do I seek the demon out, and pluck the threat out by the root?I donâ€™t want my friends to

die on my behalf. I could never live with myself. But if I venture into the Underworld, itâ€™ll be the

most perilous journey of my life.This time, it isnâ€™t just my life hanging in the balance, it is my

eternity.
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The adventures of Reagan and Darius continue! The demon that knows Reagan's secret didn't die

so Darius figures out a way to accompany Reagan to the Underworld to hunt him down and



hopefully keep her father in the dark. Reagan discovers more powers and gets even stronger on her

journey. I was a little sad that we didn't see as much of Callie and Dizzy in this one but I was excited

to see more of a bond with Darius emerge. I can't wait to read more of this world that K.F. Breene

has invented!!!

I loved this trilogy! I try to only read an hour a day but couldn't wait to read more of this book so I

curbed some extra mommy duties to get more reading done! This was the first series I've read from

this author but the next book is already downloaded and ready to be read... can't wait for more of

this crew!

Really enjoyed this trilogy! Found the first book on the Kindle Library and finished a book a day after

that! I loved the relationship that has developed between Darius and Reagan! Really wish there was

more to read since I know the story can't be over. This was my fist time reading anything from this

author and i will definitely look into her other books! I would recommend this trilogy to anyone who

enjoys the supernatural

I loved reading these books! As I got to the end this book I was wishing it was a series. Then got to

the part where she said that there be another one. You definely have to read them. There are so

many laughing places that you won't be able hide them all.

This was a great serious and I'm truly hoping to hear more about Reagean and Darius. They are

fantastic characters that were really enjoyable to get to know. I will definitely look into another series

by this author.

I just love this series. All of her books are fun to read .I have all of the books published so far,and I

can't wait for the next series to begin. Hopefully we will get to see Lucifer and see what is in store

for him and Glad I'm the next series.

Great author - nice 'end' to this adventure. I did like the romance and that Darius could be revolting

in his other form, but Raegan still loved him.

Yet again KF Breene weaves her word magic and has created a devilish fun filled series.Demons

and Vampire are just a few of the "Supers" that draw you into the wonderful world of Reagan and



her quirky bad self.Goo goo g' joob!
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